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Abstract.
We consider the problems of preconditioning and iterative inversion of Toeplitz operators on sequences of complex numbers. We divide the preconditioned operator into
two parts, of which one is compact and the other is regarded as a small perturbation.
It will be shown that the Krylov subspace methods (such as GMRES) will perform
initially at superlinear speed when applied to such preconditioned system. However,
with large iteration numbers, the speed will settle down to linear order. Most of our
results are stated in terms of the symbol of the Toeplitz operator in question.
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Introduction

Toeplitz operators are a class of linear operators whose theory is by now fairly
well known ([3], [6], [14]). They are classical objects of interest within function
and operator theory, partly because of the unilateral shift of sufficiently high
multiplicity gives an universal model for all bounded linear operator in a Hilbert
space (see [16], [20]).
During the last decades, the development of systems and control theory has
increased the number of interesting numerical applications for Toeplitz (and
Hankel) operators. For example, the inverse of a certain self adjoint Toeplitz
operator (the so called “Popov function”, having generally a matrix or operator
valued symbol) is a central notion in the linear control theory, Riccati equation
theory and theory of spectral factorizations. Roughly, under certain conditions,
the computation of an inverse for a self-adjoint Toeplitz operator is equivalent
with solving of an associated spectral factorization problem as well as finding
a special (stabilizing) solution for an associated algebraic Riccati equation ([7],
[10], [18]). This fact alone is sufficient to make the numerical properties of
Toeplitz operators an interesting research subject.
From the numerical analysts’ point of view, Toeplitz operators are interesting
because they represent a limit case of n × n Toepliz matrix systems as n → ∞.
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An analogous treatment for Toeplitz matrices, following the lines of this paper,
is given in the companion paper [11]. Several aspects of the matrix case have
been extensively studied (see e.g. [1], [2], [19]).
In this paper we study certain properties of iteration of Toeplitz operators
with complex (scalar) valued symbol in the Hilbert space of square summable
sequences of complex numbers. The scalar valued symbol is the easiest case,
related to the unilateral shift of multiplicity 1.
Our main interest lies on the following questions:
• How to precondition the operator once the symbol of the Toeplitz operator
is known?
• What is the preconditioned operator like?
• What can be said about the spectrum of the preconditioned operator?
• How fast can an iterative solver perform in the above mentioned case?
• How does the smoothness of the symbol affect the performance of the
iterative solver?
We are not so much interested in the questions related to explicit parameterization and discretization of the Toeplitz operators for numerical purposes.
However, the reader is advised to regard the operator-vector product T [f ]{aj }
to be something “easily computable” (of course only in an approximative sense).
If this was not the case, then the iterative inversion of T [f ]{aj } = {bj } would be
k
expensive at each iteration step, because what we use are the powers T [f ] {aj }.
Fortunately, the truncated version of the product T [f ]{aj } (i.e. the Toeplitz
matrix -vector product) is inexpensive when calculated by FFT.
We shall show that a Toeplitz operator can be preconditioned by approximation theoretic means applied upon the symbol (also called the generating
function) of the operator. The preconditioned operator will consist of a large
compact part and a small Toeplitz part. Moreover, if the symbol of the Toeplitz
operator is smooth, we get information about the distribution of singular values
of the compact part. This in turn gives us information about the spectrum of
the preconditioned operator and its properties of iteration.
Of course, it is not the cost of a single iteration step alone that gives the price
of the whole computation. We also need to consider how many steps we have to
calculate in order to get the required precision. Our conclusion is that a Krylov
subspace method (such as GMRES) applied upon the preconditioned system
initially converges at increasing speed (or “superlinearly”), until the compact
part has been “killed off” and the small Toeplitz part begins to dominate.
2

Definitions and basic theory

We use the following notations throughout the paper: Z is the set of integers.
Z+ := {j ∈ Z | j ≥ 0}. Z+ := {j ∈ Z | j < 0}. N := {j ∈ Z | j > 0}.
T is the unit circle of the complex plane. C(T) denotes the class of continuous
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functions on T equipped with sup-norm || · ||∞ . Given f ∈ C(T) and α > 0, the
number ||f ||Lipα (T) is defined by
(2.1)

||f ||Lipα (T) = ||f ||∞ + sup

t1 6=t2

|f (eit1 ) − f (eit2 )|
|t1 − t2 |α

is called the Lipschitz norm of f . Lipα (T) ⊂ C(T) is the set of such f for which
the expression (2.1) is finite. For r ∈ Z+ , C r,α (T) are those functions whose
r.th derivative is in Lipα (T). If α = 0, then C r,α (T) := C r (T). Given a Hilbert
space H, we define the sequence Hilbert spaces
X

ℓ2 (I; H) := {zi }i∈I ⊂ H :
||zi ||2H < ∞ , where I = Z, Z+ , or Z− .
i∈I

If H is a Hilbert space, then L(H) denotes the bounded and LC(H) the compact
linear operators in H. Other notations are introduced when they are needed.
The following definition is quite standard.
Definition 2.1. The (unilateral) shift operator S ∈ L(ℓ2 (Z+ )) is defined by
S{a0 , a1 , a2 , . . . aj , . . .} := {0, a0 , a1 . . . aj−1 . . .}
2
for any sequence {aj }∞
j=0 ∈ ℓ (Z+ ).
Clearly S is a left but not right invertible operator satisfying S ∗ S = I. It is
well known that S as an isometry can be extended into a unitary operator on a
larger Hilbert space. Such an extension will serve as a useful tool in the study of
Toeplitz operators. The following Definition 2.2 gives us the necessary concepts.
Definition 2.2.

(i) The extension space H of ℓ2 (Z+ ) is the cartesian product Hilbert space
ℓ2 (Z+ ) × ℓ2 (Z− ) with the inner product
   ′ 
x
x+
, +
:= hx+ , x′+ iℓ2 (Z+ ) + hx− , x′− iℓ2 (Z+ ) ,
x′−
x−
H
for any x+ , x′+ ∈ ℓ2 (Z+ ) and x′− , x− ∈ ℓ2 (Z− ).
(ii) The unitary extension of S is the operator U ∈ L(H) defined by


S I − SS ∗
U :=
.
0
S∗
(iii) Define the projection operators π+ ∈ L(H, ℓ2 (Z+ )) and π− ∈ L(H, ℓ2 (Z− ))
by
 
 
x+
x+
:= x− ,
:= x+ ; π−
π+
x−
x−
for any x+ ∈ ℓ2 (Z+ ) and x− ∈ ℓ2 (Z− ).
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It is not difficult to show that U is indeed unitary, and that its adjoint is given
S∗
0
by U ∗ = I−SS
∗
S . In fact, with the obvious identification of the spaces H and
the sequence space ℓ2 (Z), the operator U can be regarded as a bilateral shift
operator on ℓ2 (Z) in an obvious way. It is well known that the operator polynomials of U and U ∗ form a commutative sub-algebra in L(H), whose operator
norm closure has a particularly simple commutative C ∗ -algebra structure. This
is the content of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be the closure in L(H) of the set of operators p(U, U ∗ ),
where p ranges over all polynomials p(x, y) with complex coefficient. Then A is
a commutative C ∗ -algebra that is isometrically isomorphic to C(T). Moreover,
there is an isometric isomorphism Ψ : C(T) → A which satisfies
(i) Ψf¯ = (Ψf )∗ ,
(ii) (∀ξ ∈ T : f (ξ) = ξ) ⇒ Ψf = U .
Proof. First note that σ(U ) = T, because U is a bilateral shift. Because U
and U ∗ commute, the claim follows from [17, Theorem 11.19].
In the light of previous lemma, let us denote the elements of A by C[f ] := Ψf
— the convolution operator with symbol f ∈ C(T). Now we are in position to
define Toeplitz, causal and anti-causal Hankel operators.
Definition 2.3. Let U , π+ and π− be as in Definition 2.2. Let f ∈ C(T) be
arbitrary and C[f ] be the convolution operator with symbol f .
(i) The Toeplitz operator T [f ] with symbol f is the operator in L(ℓ2 (Z+ ))
defined by
T [f ] := π+ C[f ]π+ .
(ii) The causal Hankel operator H+ [f ] with symbol f is the operator
in L(ℓ2 (Z− ), ℓ2 (Z+ )) defined by
H+ [f ] := π+ C[f ]π− .
(iii) The anti-causal Hankel operator H− [f ] with symbol f is the operator in
L(ℓ2 (Z− ), ℓ2 (Z+ )) defined by
H− [f ] := π− C[f ]π+ .
It is customary in the literature to define Toeplitz operators as limits of polynomials p(S, S ∗ ) of the unilateral shift operator S rather than truncations of
convolution operators; see for example [5]. Both the approaches give the same
Toeplitz operators associated to the same symbols, as reader may check. The
study of the truncation effect (that is always present in the inversion of Toeplitz
operators) seems to be more concise in the frame we have chosen.
The following two lemmas give fundamental properties of Toeplitz and Hankel
operators.
Lemma 2.2. It is true that for any f ∈ C(T)
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(i) ||T [f ]|| = ||f ||∞ ,
(ii) ||H± [f ]|| ≤ ||f ||∞ .
Proof. For claim (i), see [5]. Claim (ii) follows because the norms of the
orthogonal projections π± equal 1, and the norm of C[f ] is ||f ||∞ by Lemma 2.1.
Note that the estimate (ii) for the Hankel norm is nothing but optimal. The
Nehari extension theorem characterizes the norm of Hankel operator H+ [f ] as
inf ||f + g|| over all g with vanishing positive Fourier coefficients.
The index or winding number of a function f ∈ C(T) is defined to be the
number, how many times the curve f (T) rotates around the origin. More formally
1
arg f (eiθ )|2π
Ind (f ) :=
0 .
2π
The invertibility condition of a Toeplitz operator can be stated in terms of the
index, as shown in [5]
Lemma 2.3. Let f ∈ C(T) be arbitrary. Then T [f ] is invertible if and only
if 0 ∈
/ f (T) and Ind (f ) = 0.
3

Preconditioning of Toeplitz operators

The study of the symbol f ∈ C(T) of a Toeplitz operator T [f ] is a central
concept when the preconditioning of the operator is concerned. In particular,
we may construct a multitude of preconditioners for a Toeplitz operator T [f ]
starting from the function f (see Theorem 3.1). Furthermore, the preconditioned
operator will have such properties (see Theorem 3.3) so that the Krylov subspace
method will give superlinear convergence, as shown in Section 4.
Let f ∈ C(T) satisfying the invertibility conditions of Lemma 2.3 be arbitrary.
2
By {aj }∞
j=0 denote a sequence in ℓ (Z+ ). Our problem is to iteratively invert
(3.1)

∞
{aj }∞
j=0 = T [f ]{bj }j=0 .

Let us multiply the both sides of equation (3.1) by an invertible Toeplitz operator
T [g] ∈ L(ℓ2 (Z+ )) for a suitably chosen symbol g. This gives
∞
T [g]{aj }∞
j=0 = T [g]T [f ]{bj }j=0 ,

or equivalently in the form of a fixed point problem
(3.2)

∞
∞
{bj }∞
j=0 = (I − T [g]T [f ]){bj }j=0 + T [g]{aj }j=0 .

We say that the equation (3.2) has been Toeplitz preconditioned, at least if
−1
T [g] is in some sense close to T [f ] (see [1],[2]). Note that the linear operator
I − T [g]T [f ] is no longer Toeplitz; yet, in a sense, it is not very far from being
Toeplitz. The following decomposition theorem will make this point precise.
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Theorem 3.1. Assume that f, g ∈ C(T). Then I − T [g]T [f ] can be decomposed as
(3.3)

I − T [g]T [f ] = (T [gf ] − T [g]T [f ]) + T [1 − gf ])
=: Kf,g + Bf,g ,

where Kf,g is a product of the causal and anticausal Hankel operators
(3.4)

Kf,g = H+ [g]H− [f ],

and Bf,g is Toeplitz.
Proof. By definition Bf,g is Toeplitz. For Kf,g we may write by Definition
2.3 and the fact that the projections on H satisfy π+ + π− = I
(3.5)

Kf,g = T [gf ] − T [g]T [f ] = π+ C[gf ]π+ − π+ C[g]π+ π+ C[f ]π+
= π+ C[gf ]π+ − π+ C[g](I − π− )C[f ]π+
= (π+ C[gf ]π+ − π+ C[g]C[f ]π+ ) + π+ C[g]π− π− C[f ]π+
= π+ (C[gf ] − C[g]C[f ])π+ + π+ C[g]π− π− C[f ]π+
= π+ C[g]π− π− C[f ]π+ = H+ [g]H− [f ],

where we have used the fact that C[gf ] − C[g]C[f ] = 0, by Lemma 2.1.
At this stage we give the operators Kf,g , Bf,g names. We propose the following:
Definition 3.1. Let Kf,g , Bf,g be as in Theorem 3.1. We call the operators
Kf,g , Bf,g the truncation effect operator and perturbation operator, respectively.
We can say even more about the structure of the truncation effect Kf,g that
will give us insight into the properties of iteration of T [f ]. For this purpose
we first need to recall the definitions of approximation numbers and Schatten
classes.
Definition 3.2. Let T ∈ L(ℓ2 (Z+ )) and k ∈ N. The approximation numbers
by finite dimensional operators are defined by
σk (T ) :=

inf

rank F ≤k−1

||T − F ||.

In a Hilbert space the approximation numbers σk (T ) equal the singular values
of T ; see for example [4, p. 1089]. The closed ideal of compact operators
LC(ℓ2 (Z+ )) can now be divided into smaller spaces, if we look at the decay of
the approximation numbers σk (T ). Consider the following definition:
Definition 3.3. Let p ∈ (0, ∞).
(i) By ||.||Sp denote the number in [0, ∞] given by
∞
X
1
|σk (T )|p ) p ,
||T ||Sp := (
k=1

for each T ∈ LC(ℓ2 (Z+ )).
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(ii) By Sp denote the set of such T ∈ LC(ℓ2 (Z+ )) that ||T ||Sp < ∞. The space
Sp is called the Schatten p-class.
Note that ||.||Sp is not actually a norm if p ∈ (0, 1) — the triangle inequality
fails. However, Sp is a Banach space for p ∈ [1, ∞).
One more detail is needed for the proof of Theorem 3.3, namely the following
lemma which is a quite simple combination of two Jackson’s theorems.
Lemma 3.2. Let r ∈ Z+ , α ≥ 0 such that r + α > 0. Let f ∈ C r,α (T).
Define Ek (f ) := inf deg pk ≤k ||pk − f ||∞ , where pk is a trigonometric polynomial
of degree k. Then
(3.6)

Ek (f ) ≤

1
π r+α (r)
||f ||Lipα (T)
.
2r
(k + 1)r+α

Proof. In the proof of [15, Theorem 16.4], we find in formula (16.33)
Ek (f ) ≤

π
Ek (f ′ ),
2k + 2

d
f (eit ) is the derivative of f relative to the arch length paramwhere f ′ (eit ) = dt
eter t of T. Using this r times proves (3.6) for α = 0. For α > 0, we use it again
r times. Taking into consideration [15, Theorem 16.2], we have

(3.7)

Ek (f ) ≤ (

π
π
π
)r Ek (f (r) ) ≤ (
)r ω(
),
2k + 2
2k + 2
k+1

where ω is the modulus of continuity of f (r) . Because f (r) is Lipschitz of index
α, we get for all h > 0, eit1 , eit2 ∈ T satisfying 0 < |t1 − t2 | < h
|f (r) (eit1 ) − f (r) (eit2 )|
|f (r) (eit1 ) − f (r) (eit2 )|
|f (r) (eit1 ) − f (r) (eit2 )|
≤ hα sup
α
|t1 − t2 |
|t1 − t2 |α
|t1 −t2 |≤h
"
#
|f (r) (eit1 ) − f (r) (eit2 )|
≤ hα ||f (r) ||∞ + sup
=: hα ||f (r) ||Lipα (T) ,
|t1 − t2 |α
t1 6=t2
≤ hα

and by the previous
ω(h) :=

sup
0<|t1 −t2 |≤h

|f (r) (eit1 ) − f (r) (eit2 )| ≤ hα ||f (r) ||Lipα (T) .

This, together with formula (3.7), proves the claim.
Note that because the space of polynomials of degree ≤ k is finite dimensional,
the infimum Ek (f ) is in fact attained by some polynomial pk .
Now we are ready to present a result about the relation between the smoothness of the symbol f and the distribution of the singular values of Kf,g .
Theorem 3.3.
(i) If f, g ∈ C(T), then Kf,g is compact.
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(ii) Let r ∈ Z+ , α ≥ 0 such that r + α > 0. If f ∈ C r,α (T), then the
approximation numbers of Kf,g satisfy
σk (Kf,g ) ≤

π r+α (r)
||f ||Lipα (T) ||g||∞ k −r−α
2r

for all

k ∈ N.

(iii) Let p ∈ (0, ∞). The Schatten information about Kf,g is
∞

||Kf,g ||Sp ≤

X
1
π r+α (r)
||f ||Lipα (T) ||g||∞
(k + 1)−p(r+α) p .
r
2
k=1

In particular, if p >

1
r+α ,

then Kf,g ∈ Sp .

Proof. We start with proving claim (i). It is more than enough to prove that
the Hankel operators H± [f ] are compact for all f ∈ C(T). Choose a sequence
Pk
(k)
of trigonometric polynomials in ξ ∈ T written as {pk (ξ)} := { j=−k cj ξ j }
of degree k such that ||pk − f ||∞ → 0 as k → ∞. This can be done by the
Weierstrass approximation theorem. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that
C[pk ] ≡ Ψ(pk (ξ)) = Ψ(

k
X

(k)
cj

j

ξ )=

=

(k)

cj (Ψ(ξ))j +

j=0

−1
X

(k)

cj Ψ(ξ j )

j=−k

j=−k
k
X

k
X

(k)

cj (Ψ(ξ −1 ))−j .

j=−k

Note that Ψ(ξ) = U by claim (ii) of Lemma 2.1 and furthermore Ψ(ξ −1 ) =
¯ = U ∗ by claim (i) of Lemma 2.1. This allows us to continue
Ψ(ξ)
(3.8)

C[pk ] =

k
X

(k)

cj U j +

j=0

=

k
X
j=0

−1
X

(k)

cj U ∗−j

j=−k
(k)

cj U j +

−1
X

(k)

cj U j = pk (U ),

j=−k

where the second equality is written because U is unitary. The operator polynomial pk (U ), however, can also be computed in terms of S, see part (ii) of
Definition 2.2. A direct computation gives for j ∈ N
 j

S qj (S, S ∗ )
j
(3.9)
U =
,
0
S ∗j
where qj (S, S ∗ ) satisfies the recursion
(
I − SS ∗ j = 1
qj (S, S ∗ ) =
Sqj−1 (S, S ∗ ) + (I − SS ∗ )S ∗ (j−1)

j > 1.
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After removing the recursion from the previous formula, we get
qj (S, S ∗ ){a0 , a1 , a2 , . . . aj−1 , aj . . .}
= {aj−1 , aj−2 , aj−3 , . . . a0 , 0, 0, 0, . . .}.

(3.10)

A similar kind of calculation can be made for the powers of U ∗ ≡ U −1 . Combining this with formula (3.8) and Definition 2.3 we get


T [pk ]
H+ [pk ]
C[pk ] :=
¯ ,
H− [pk ] T [pk (ξ)]
where the Hankel operators H± [pk ] are finite sums of j-dimensional operators
qj (S, S ∗ )
(
P
(k)
H+ [pk ] := kj=1 cj qj (S, S ∗ )
P−1
(k)
H− [pk ] := j=−k cj qj (S, S ∗ ).

Consequently, both the operators H± [pk ] are at most k-dimensional, because
the ranges qj (S, S ∗ ) form an increasing sequence with increasing j by formula
(3.10). By claim (ii) of Lemma 2.2 it follows that
(3.11)

||H± [f ] − H± [pk ]|| = ||H± [f − pk ]|| ≤ ||f − pk ||∞ → 0

as k → ∞,

where the limit is taken by the choise of polynomial sequence {pk }. Thus H± [f ]
is a norm limit of finite dimensional operators, and thus compact. This proves
the first part of the theorem.
The proof of claim (ii) goes as follows. From Lemma 3.2 we know that the
approximation properties of f ∈ C(T) by trigonometric polynomials are consistent with the smoothness of f . More precisely, if f ∈ C r,α (T), then we have a
sequence of trigonometric polynomials pk just as in the first part of the proof
with the additional speed estimate for formula (3.11)
(3.12)

||H− [f ] − H− [pk−1 ]|| ≤ ||f − pk−1 ||∞ ≤

π r+α (r)
||f ||Lipα (T) k −r−α
2r

The polynomial pk−1 exists because the infimum Ek (f ) in Lemma 3.2 is actually
attained by some trigonometric polynomial. We estimate by Theorem 3.1 and
by the fact that rank H+ [g]F ≤ rank F for k ∈ N
σk (Kf,g ) :=
≤

inf

inf

rank F ≤k−1

rank F ≤k−1

||Kf,g − F || =

inf

rank F ≤k−1

||H+ [g]H− [f ] − F ||

||H+ [g]H− [f ] − H+ [g]F || ≤ ||H+ [g]||

inf

rank F ≤k−1

||H− [f ] − F ||.

Claim (ii) of Lemma 2.2 gives us an upper estimate for ||H+ [g]||, and formula (3.12) gives us an upper estimate for inf rank F ≤k−1 ||H− [f ] − F ||, because
H− [pk−1 ] is at most (k − 1)-dimensional. This proves the second part of the
theorem. The last claim (iii) is a trivial consequence of the second part of the
theorem.
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In the proof Theorem 3.3 we used the fact that a Hankel operator having a
trigonometric polynomial symbol is compact. The theorem of Kronecker (see [14,
Theorem 3.11]) gives a complete characterization of all finite dimensional Hankel
operators — they are exactly those having symbol that can be extended into a
rational function in the complex plane, with a finite number of poles outside the
unit disk of the complex plane. Furthermore, the rank of such Hankel operator
is exactly the number of these poles +1. By AAK - theorem (see [14, Theorem
6.12]), we would get a sharp approximation for the singular values of H[f ], by
looking the approximation properties of f ∈ C(T) by such rational functions.
However, our crude trigonometric polynomial approach gives us quantitative
estimates (via familiar Jackson approximation theorems) for the decay of the
singular values of Kf,g , stated in terms of the smoothness of the symbol f .
4

On the convergence of iterations

Consider the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let f ∈ C(T) satisfy the invertibility condition of Lemma
2.3. Then there is a sequence of trigonometric polynomials {gk }∞
k=0 of degree k
satisfying:
(i) ||Bf,gk || → 0 as k → ∞, and from some k on, gk satisfies the invertibility condition of Lemma 2.3.
(ii) For such large k, T [gk ] is a nonsingular preconditioner for T [f ] as in
formula 3.2, so that what is left after preconditioning has a large compact
part and a small Toeplitz perturbation.
(iii) Moreover, assume that f ∈ C r,α (T) for r ∈ Z+ , 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 such that
r + α > 0. Then we may require {gk } to satisfy
(4.1)

||Bf,gk || ≤

Also, if p >
in Sp .

1
r+α ,

π r+α
1 (r)
||Lipα (T) (k + 1)−r−α .
||f ||∞ ||
2n
f

then the family {Kf,gk }k≥0 is an uniformly bounded set

Proof. To prove claim (i), first note that if f satisfies the invertibility condition of Lemma 2.3, so does f1 . Choose a sequence {gk } so that ||gk − f1 ||∞ → 0.
By the definition of Bf,gk and Lemma 2.2 we have
(4.2)

||Bf,gk || = ||f (

1
1
− gk )||∞ ≤ ||f ||∞ ||( − gk )||∞ → 0.
f
f

Furthermore, for such sequence {gk } claim (i) of Lemma 2.2 implies that ||T [gk ]−
T [ f1 ]|| → 0. Because the set of invertible (Toeplitz) operators is open, the first
part of the theorem follows. Claim (ii) is a consequence of claim (i) and Theorem
3.1.
In order to prove claim (iii) note that if f ∈ C r,α (T), so does f1 . By Lemma
3.2 we can choose the sequence {gk } to satisfy formula (4.1). This can be done
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because the infimum Ek (f ) of Lemma 3.2 is actually attained by some trigonometric polynomial.
To prove the remaining claim, note that {gk } is an uniformly bounded family
in C(T) because it converges uniformly to a limit in C(T). It follows that
{Kf,gk }k≥0 is an uniformly bounded family in Sp , by part (iii) of Theorem 3.3.
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 show that after Toeplitz preconditioning, the operator
consists of a compact truncation effect Kf,g perturbed by a small Bf,g . Smoothness of the symbol f has thus a two-fold impact on the properties of iteration
of T [f ]: For smooth f it is easier to control the “preconditioning error” Bf,g .
And then, by Theorem 3.3, smoothness specifies the approximation properties
of Kf,g , which imply speed estimates for the Krylov subspace methods as will
be presented below.
When applying the Krylov methods upon Kf,g + Bf,g , we must first “invest”
into the amount of work and storage space used for the preconditioning and
then collect the “profits” by having superlinear convergence in the first steps of
iteration. Clearly the required accuracy is one component in the game, too.
The preconditioning sequence {gk } can be constructed in great many ways,
still preserving the speed estimate 4.1 in an asymptotic sense; see for example [8,
pp.21, Ex. 2] for Lipschitz continuous symbols. On the numerical construction
schemes for {gk }, we refer to the ideas presented in [2]. In the numerical experiments given in Section 5 we have used trigonometric polynomial interpolation.
The setting proposed above leads us to study an even more general problem:
how does a Krylov subspace method perform if it is applied upon an operator
consisting of a compact K perturbed by an unstructured small B, if Schatten
information of K is available (see [9],[13]).
In the study of Krylov subspace methods applied upon K + B it is customary
1
to look at how the sequence ||pk (K +B)|| k behaves as k → ∞, where {pk } is a sequence of normalized (pk (1) = 1) degree k polynomials associated to the Krylov
subspace method in question (see [9], [12], [13] ). A function theoretic argument
proves the following theorem where the normalization of the polynomials {p̃k }
is slightly different, but without effect on the asymptotics as k → ∞:
Theorem 4.2. Let p ≥ 1. Let H be Hilbert and Sp (H) be the Schatten
p-class of compact operators in LC(H). Take K ∈ Sp (H) and let B ∈ L(H)
be a small perturbation such that 1 ∈
/ σ(K + B). Then there exists a sequence of essentially monic polynomials {p̃k }∞
k=1 such that for all parameter
values β ∈ (0, 1]
β

(4.3)

1
k

||p̃k (K + B)|| ≤ p

1
k

||B|| + ||K||Sp k

−β
p

 1 Cp
 ||B|| k p
+ 1 k e k1−β ,
||K||Sp

where Cp is a finite constant (less than 3). Furthermore, limk→∞ |p̃k (1)| > 0.
Proof. See [9, Theorem 6.7].
An analogous theorem can be proved for the Schatten classes p ∈ (0, 1] (see
[9, Theorem 6.9]).
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The expression “essentially monic” means that the leading term of all p̃k is
a same nonzero complex number. The fact that limk→∞ |p̃k (1)| > 0 makes it
possible to renormalize p̃k for large k, and define
pk (λ) :=

p̃k (λ)
.
p̃k (1)

Now the sequence {pk } has the correct normalization pk (1) = 1. Furthermore,
the speed estimate like (4.3) holds for {pk } for all k large enough with an
1
additional sequence |p̃k (1)|− k of multiplicative constants. Note that because
1
limk→∞ |p̃k (1)|− k = 1, the effect of the incorrect normalization of p̃k does not
change the nature of speed estimate (4.3) in the asymptotic sense.
Theorem 4.2 tells us that in the first stages of the iteration the convergence
β
1
factor ||pk (K + B)|| k of order ||B|| + ||K||sp k − p decreases (the “superlinear”
stage) and is asymptotically only of order ||B|| (the “linear” stage). Moreover,
the rate of decrease of the convergence factor is dictated by the Schatten class
of K. Note that the notion “superlinear” is usually used to describe something
that happens in the asymptotics of the speed estimates. Here we are a bit
unorthodox and regard “superlinear” stage of an iteration as those iteration steps
when “speed is being gained”. By the “linear” stage we refer to the analogous
phenomenon.
The GMRES method for the inversion of non-symmetric problems can be
regarded as a minimization algorithm that (at least implicitly) generates polynomial sequences to approximate the values of resolvents at certain points; this
is the minimization of residuals. If the GMRES generates the polynomial sequence sk with deg (sk ) = k (corresponding to the normalized sequence pk given
after Theorem 4.2), then the residual dk after k steps is of size ||sk (K + B)d0 ||
(see [9, Proposition 2.2] or [12, Chapter 1], and we have
(4.4)

||sk (K + B)d0 || ≤ ||pk (K + B)d0 || ≤ ||pk (K + B)|| ||d0 ||.

The former inequality is true because sk is optimal at d0 , and pk is possibly
worse than optimal for the initial residual d0 . This is to say that the upper
estimates we have for ||pk (K + B)|| are as well upper estimates for the GMRES
residuals. The same kind of result is true so as to the error sequences with quite
obvious modifications for the reasoning — we again refer at [9] or [12, Chapter
1].
5

Numerical experiments

We conclude this paper by presenting some results of numerical experiment
about the norms of ||Bf,gk || and ||Kf,gk ||Sp , when the degree k of preconditioner
becomes large. This is the data that we need for the speed estimate of Theorem
4.2. We use the Toeplitz matrix theory given in [11] as a technical tool.
Until now there has been no need to take any position what kind of data
structure or discretization could or should be used when calculating with objects
such as Toeplitz operators and their truncation effects. Now that we are actually
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going to calculate something, a position will have to be taken. In this paper, we
simply make all the calculations in the (Toeplitz) matrix algebra of sufficiently
high dimension, and leave the general question how to implement an efficient
iterative Toeplitz manipulator or solver as an open problem.
Even though the truncation effect Kf,g generally contains an infinite amount
of data, it is possible to find Kf,g exactly by making a finite number of matrix
algebra operations, provided that the symbols f , g are trigonometric polynomials. The general symbols f, g ∈ C(T) must be handled by a limit argument. In
[11] it is shown that if we define the Toeplitz matrix truncation effect (analogous
to Kf,g ) by
(n)
Kf,g := Tn [gf ] − Tn [g]Tn [f ],
(n)

(n)+

then we may decompose Kf,g = Kf,g

(n)−

+ Kf,g

(n)+

, where Kf,g

→ Kf,g in the

(n)−
Kf,g

operator norm and
→ 0 in strong operator topology. Here Tn [f ] :=
π[0,n−1] T [f ]π[0,n−1] is the n × n Toeplitz matrix with symbol f ∈ C(T), and
π[0,n−1] is the orthogonal projection of ℓ2 (Z+ ) onto the first n components of
the sequence space. For notations and details, see [11, Theorem 7 and Lemma
10]. Our basic tool will be the following two facts whose proofs will be omitted.
(i) Let f, g ∈ C(T). Let {f (k) }, {g (k) } be sequences of trigonometric polynomials, deg (f (k) ) ≤ k, deg (g (k) ) ≤ k, such that f (k) → f , g (k) → g
uniformly. Then
(5.1)

(n)+

||Kf,g − Kf (j) ,g(k) || → 0 as

min (j, k, n) → ∞.
(n)+

(ii) If, in addition, Kf,g ∈ Sp (H), then ||Kf (j) ,g(k) ||Sp
as min (j, k, n) → ∞.

→ ||Kf,g ||Sp ,

These facts make it possible to approximate the Sp -norm of an infinite dimen(n)+
sional truncation effect Kf,g by studying the objects Kf (j) ,g(k) that are n × n
matrices. Their Sp -norms can be calculated by SVD. So it remains to figure
(n)+
out how to practically obtain the Kf (j) ,g(k) ’s. The problem is that we need
(n)−

(n)+

to eliminate the interference of Kf (j) ,g(k) with Kf (j) ,g(k) , to obtain the latter
unperturbed.
(n)
The solution lies in the structure of the matrix truncation effect Kf,g . If
g is a trigonometric polynomial of degree d and n ≥ 2d, then the ranges of
(n)+
(n)−
(n)+
Kf,g and Kf,g are orthogonal (see [11, Lemma 15]). More precisely, Kf,g =
(n)+

(n)−

(n)−

π[0,d−1] Kf,g and Kf,g = π[n−d,n−1] Kf,g , where the ranges of the orthogonal
projections π[0,d−1] , π[n−d,n−1] are othogonal. By requiring j = n and keeping
(n)+

(n)

k ≤ n/2 in formula (5.1), we can easily separate Kf (j) ,g(k) from Kf (j) ,g(k) .
Also a calculation of ||Bf,gk || is problematic, because we would need
||gk − f1 ||∞ which is not available for great many practical preconditioning se(n)

quences gk . Here we calculate the norm of a n-dimensional Toeplitz matrix Bf,gk
that approximates Bf,gk .
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Now that we know what to calculate and how, we present a result of a numerical experiment, realized as Matlab code. We generate a class of Lipα (T)
symbols uα for 0 < α < 1, defined by
it

(5.2)

uα (e ) =

∞
X
cos (3j t)
j=0

3αj

+(

1
+ 1).
1 − 3−α

It can be shown that uα ∈ Lipα (T) but uα ∈
/ Lipα−ǫ (T) for any ǫ > 0 (see [8,
Theorem 4.6 and Ex. 8, p. 27]). Moreover, the additive constant in (5.2) is
chosen so that the invertibility condition of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied.
Let n = 2l−1 , where l ∈ N is the fixed approximation level of the experiment.
We define the trigonometric polynomials fα , (gα ) of degree ≤ n by trigonometric
polynomial interpolation of the function uα (1/uα , respectively) at the 2l = 2n
j
interpolation points {e2πi 2n }j={0,...,2n−1} ⊂ T. We use the uniformly spaces
interpolation mesh of 2l nodes because it is convenient for the FFT techniques.
The function fα is the symbol of the Toeplitz operator for the experiment; it
satisfies the invertibility condition of Lemma 2.3 for n large enough because so
does uα . Note that the trigonometric polynomial interpolation does not give us
the optimal uniform convergence speed described in Lemma 3.2.
To obtain the preconditioning sequence, the interpolant g is truncated to a
degree k (k ≤ n/2) trigonometric polynomial by zeroing the extra Fourier coefficients of gα . This gives the preconditioning sequence {(gα )k } for 2k ≤ n = 2l−1 ,
where k is the preconditioning parameter. The preconditioning parameter has
(n)−
(n)+
to be kept below 2l−1 to ensure that the truncation effects Kfα ,(gα )k , Kfα ,(gα )k
do not mix, as discussed above.
In Figures 1, 2 and 3 we give numerical results for the symbols fα for α =
0.5, 0.25 and 0.125, respectively. We use the S4 -norm (i.e. p = 8) to measure the
decay of singular values for Kfα ,(gα )k (see claim (iii) of Theorem 3.3). The norms
||Bfα ,(gα )k || and ||Kfα ,gαk ||S4 for different preconditioning levels k = 1 . . . n/2
with n = 2l−1 , l = 9.
In Figure 4 we present a typical example for a smooth symbol f ∈ C ∞ (T).
We use
it
Π50
j=1 (e − zj )
+ 1,
u(eit ) =
30
Πj=1 (eit − pj
2πi+100

−2πi+100

with zj = e 10000 and pj = e 10000 instead of uα of formula (5.2). Then with
obtain f in the same way as fα above. The approximation level is set l = 7 and
S1 -norm is used for Kf,gk .
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In figures 1, 2 and 3, curve 1 is ||Bf,gk || and curve 2 is 20 · ||Kf,gk ||Sp plotted
against the preconditioning parameter k. Figure 4 is the same, except that we
have plotted 10 · ||Kf,gk ||Sp . In all these cases, ||Bf,gk || seems to approach zero,
and ||Kf,gk ||Sp seems to remain bounded. We conclude that with better preconditioners gk (i.e. larger k) the perturbation ||Bf,gk || decreases, as the singular
value norm of Kf,gk remains bounded. Also the effect of the smoothness of the
symbol is visible. This verifies the result of Theorem 4.1 in these special cases.
Using the speed estimate (4.3), we conclude that increasing the preconditioning
level k does not essentially increase the burden of the iterative solver, but only
gives us more iteration steps of superlinear of convergence.
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